
01146: "a quite intense month started in sweden doing mostly domestic work and 

then going briefly to the netherlands before doing a lot of work in my barn in the 

mountains removing all the floors and placing the hay making paths in our steep 

garden and then also doing a lot of work back in the netherlands fixing a room for 

august as well as doing much improvement with the bike shed while working hard on 

my project"

07045: "painting executed during a week time while back in the netherlands ready to 

depart again for italy and this time using exclusively the big brush not paying to 

much attention  for the borders nor for too little painted areas now also 

starting to finish many colors"

10073: "people met to begin with in the netherlands like the boyfriend of one of 

myrthe's friend and the croatian father of a gallerist friend with whom i spoke 

dialect during an opening and then also photographing myrthe's youngest briother 

and a sicilian man selling hats and renting a place to my friend jason in utrecht 

to then go back to sweden and hooking up to an exchange student from belgium and 

in  italy  to  the  son  of  an  old  family  friend  winning  quite  some  motocross 

competitions and at last a swedish italian couple met in the middle of the night 

on their way to italy"

08059: "fable inspired by the fountain next to my mountain cottage but actually 

locating it up the portule mountain in my native highland and this time really 

maintaining  the  character  in  the  same  place  for  a  long  time  before  actually 

setting the narrative in motion and a return in the mountain after corruption 

which seems to signify my own return"

04076: "a month with troubles started with august small rebellion about being 

with his mother and me trying to get her straight and less drawn into her work 

learning from the writings of seneca which also got to control my emotions and 

being very stoic in my week spent in italy emptying the barn of all the rotten 

floor and feeling happy there of its people at last feeling sad to leave the barn 

and  coming  to  the  netherlands  where  i  anyway  kept  very  active  and  found  my 

happiness again not without some issues with myrthe and later having a very happy 

small vacation with august"

11113: "trash picked mostly while being in holland and in the netherlands taking 

quite some breaks there from going out and mostly concentrating on renovation 

work"

11114: "trash picked movig around in the late fall being both in berlin to meet my 

colleagues as well as in italy to buy the rest of my property and in sweden 

going from there back to the netherlands mostly keeping indoor for renovation and 

otherwise finding trash in the little city of culemborg"

11115: "still trash found while in italy visiting only very shortly the small



city below my mountain cottage and mostly picking trash in culemborg but also 

during a long walk through the arab neighborhood in rotterdam walking from the art 

fair to the train station"

11116: "trash picked in the netherlands with myrthe visiting amsterdam and taking a 

long walk there by myself reaching all the way the west of the city through an 

intensively arab neighborhood with quite some trash"

11117: "trash picked partially while at my parents in italy arranging for the 

renovation of my barn and then in the netherlands with august walking around 

mostly amsterdam with him picking trash like in the old days during his short 

vacation"

06046: "recording my heart beats with my racing bike going now down stream on the 

river dike while in culemborg but facing often a strong wind and going shortly for 

only my highest beat but then getting back to running on the side of the asphalt 

going back to my usual recording every minute the average heart beat"

07046: "painting executed on the fly prior going to italy and using only a thick 

brush with many colors almost finishing and painting both the blue big drop as 

well as the circle"

13107:  "public  spaces  filmed  during  intense  walks  both  in  rotterdam  and  in 

amsterdam with small intervals both in the beautiful and sunny culemborg mostly 

exploring the river side and then also shortly in italy with a last trip there by 

car filming shortly the beautiful northern side of the alps"

15077: "a month of intense bad air first started renovating the barn in the alps 

demolishing two dustly ceilling and removing all the old hay but also using the 

chainsaw  and  later  in  the  netherlands  finding  quite  some  traffic  while  in 

amsterdam and breathing cement building the bike shed and later getting some 

pollution but also some good air biking out of den haag with august and myrthe to 

the beach and lastly breathing the bad traffic air driving all the way from the 

netherlands to the alps"

17062: "clouds observed in sweden but also in krakow organizing a workshop there 

with jacek and spending quite some time roaming the city to then go back to my 

usual routine in stockholm observing clouds while running by the lake and picking 

my son at school but also while in the countryside"

02138: "a period started in the netherlands recovering my good sleeping patterns 

but still dreaming quite much about my italian property and feeling quite affected 

by television but then moving to italy to actually start renovating and taking a 

long  time  to  recover  my  good  sleeping  pattern  facilitated  by  a  bed  heater 

softening my stiff back in the cold mountain nights"


